To develop innovative and intelligent machines that are fit for futuristic use, it is necessary to take a holistic approach in order to recognize various situations and environmental issues. To do this, various types of machine learning mechanisms have been developed during past decades. Recently, deep Learning has been proposed as a new area of Machine Learning and Mining researches, which have been investigated with the objective of moving Machine Learning closer to one of its original goals. Deep learning is being tried to apply for various recognition fields where researchers feel difficulty, but can achieve very promising result such as Alphago by Google deep mind. This kind of learning mechanism can cooperate with various sensors, which are able to gather large information.
Topics
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following scope:
- -Visual analytics for text mining /exploration Visual Exploration -Real-time applications of data mining -Learning mechanisms from wireless sensor systems -Self-learning structure and framework -Security problem in multimedia data mining and distribution -Emotion and expression recognition algorithms for human interactive applications -Bioinformatics -Reasoning and Learning -Distributed and Peer-to-peer Search -Distributed Mining of Human expertise -Image Processing and Understanding -IoT solutions and platforms for information mining -Human sensors-based applications for intelligent context recognition -Real-time signal processing algorithms for recognition system Important Dates
